
CLAYTON HALL ACADEMY  
Faculty and Department Curriculum and Assessment Handbook 

Name of Faculty/Department: 21st Century Technology/ Design and Technology 

Our Curriculum Intent 
The Technology team aim to develop resilient, independent and confident students who have practical and evaluative skills and analytical knowledge in our wide range of 

vocational subjects. 

Students are encouraged to foster globally-responsible attitudes through investigating materials, technological developments and an understanding of sustainability on a 

local, national and international level. 

All our subjects include an understanding of how the world works and going forward to anticipate jobs that have not yet even been created. Technology is an ever-

expanding discipline that has problem solving at its core, is academic as well as practical, involves learning through doing and we hope above all, enjoyable. 

Gold Standard Teaching and Learning in Design and Technology 
Goal Orientated (Planning for Progress)  
· Data driven Seating plans (highlighting DP, HAPs, MAPs, LAP, SEN)  
· Students will engage in a Starter Task in every lesson (this can be a written or an oracy task).  
· Differentiated Blooms, learning objectives displayed clearly.  
· Students understand the Big Picture, what they are learning and why: links to prior learning made clear.  
· Clearly identified links to Personal Development (RIC).  
· Highly effective questioning to identify and address misconceptions.  
· Formative and Summative Assessment to diagnose and inform next steps.  
· Model excellence and how to achieve it.  
· Revisit and ‘low stakes’ testing e.g. Starter and Plenary quizzes to make connections and support recall.  
Open dialogue (Feedback for improvement)  
· High quality feedback is given in response to specific pieces of work.  
· Progress tracked on student’s assessment maps.  
· Regular formative assessment will be varied and impactful e.g. framed as a question as opposed to a comment.  
· Live marking is encouraged to manage workload and teachers are encouraged to have ‘purple pen in hand’ when they are intervening with students during the lesson.  
· Literacy corrections in line with stickers.  
· Student response to feedback (DIRT) using green pen.  
· Self and peer-assessment used to develop independence.  
Learning Environment  
· Positive Learning Environment created by mutually respectful relationships (staff/pupil + pupil/pupil).  
· Adults consistently model the values of the school and support curriculum intent.  
· Engaged, enthused and independent learners- Lighting Fires Curriculum.  



· Reward effort and resilience by providing opportunities for students to speculate, investigate, and make mistakes.  
· Consistent application of the Consequence and Achievement system.  
· Students show pride in their learning through the presentation of their work:  

o Neat organised books/folders with Assessment maps and Target stickers  
o Date and title underlined with a ruler- classwork and home study clearly identified  
o Support should be provided for students who miss lessons, either through Teams or via email.  

Differentiation for Challenge and support  
· Use of data and student information to plan for individual needs. (Prior Attainment, FFT 20/5 Target data, SEND)  
· Differentiated learning outcomes (these can be verbalised or displayed in the classroom)  
· Stretch and challenge- upholding high expectations for HAPs (Over 50% of our cohort)  
· Targeted questioning- include all students and make students think, using open and follow up questions to expand understanding. No hands up.  
· Improve oracy in the classroom; students respond to questions or contributions in full sentences (talk for writing).  
· Additional intervention for disadvantaged, Vulnerable, VIP, with a particular focus on Narrowing the Word Gap.  

  



Long Term Assessment Plan – Key Stage 3 
Year 7 Graphics (full term rotations) 

When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

Autumn 1 

Introduction to Design Technology 
Start introduction to Graphics skills – isometric, 
mind mapping, typographic design 

Baseline test 
Graded individual skills to form part of holistic 
measure 

Building on KS2 mathematics and literacy skills. 
This then creates a foundation of knowledge and 
transferable skills that supports each area of the 
carousel within the technology department. For 
example measuring and marking out can be used 
in product design with rules and try-squares but 
also in Food with measuring jugs and scales. 

Graphic 

Technology 

Rotation 

Design project – multicultural gift box – research, 
design and make activity through understanding 
nets, paper and board construction techniques 
and the application of colour. 

Graded individual skills to form part of holistic 
measure 
End of rotation assessment 

Developing creativity, accuracy and application 
of colour to support the quality of 
communication required for GCSE Design & 
Technology 

Product 

Technology 

Rotation 

Making a Cultural totem project. Design, make 
evaluate – understanding the use and 
application of materials, tools and equipment 

Knowledge of tools, equipment materials and 
processes 
Accuracy of measuring and marking out 
CAD (computer aided design) 
Quality of practical outcome 
End of rotation assessment 

Developing key knowledge, skills and 
understanding of wood workshop Health & 
safety, tools, equipment machinery and 
manufacturing processes to promote the 
competent and safe independent use of 
machines required at GCSE level in D&T and 
construction when manufacturing projects and 
portfolio work pieces. 

Engineering 
Technology 
Rotation 

Introduction to engineering health & safety, 
tools, machines, equipment, materials and 
processes through designing and manufacturing 
a solution based on a given design brief. This 
year the Brief is looking at using stock material 
to fashion an 8mm spanner to repair a bicycle.  

Knowledge of tools, equipment materials and 
processes 
Accuracy of measuring and marking out 
CAD  
Quality of practical outcome 
End of rotation assessment 

Developing key knowledge, skills and 
understanding of metal workshop Health & 
safety, tools, equipment machinery and 
manufacturing processes required at GCSE level 
in Engineering, D&T, and construction when 
manufacturing projects and portfolio work 
pieces. 
 
 
 
 
 



When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

Food 

Technology 

Rotation 

Introduction to Food preparation and Nutrition. 

Safety, Hygiene, Equipment, Practical task 

Food is within a rotation with Design and 

Technology and students study Food for 1 full term 

during year 7 

Introduction to Food preparation and Nutrition. 

We cover a range of theoretical topics such as 

Hygiene & Safety, identifying and uses of 

Equipment 

Practical tasks include Knife skills, Using the cooker 

& hob, judging when foods are cooked. 

Practical tasks this half term include fruit salad, 

potato wedges and French bread pizza. 

 

We look at the importance of eating well, how diet 

and health are linked together. We also study how 

some people need special diets to keep them well 

and how we might adapt recipes for them. 

Practical tasks this half term include pasta salad, 

scones and fruit crumble 

 

Food is within a rotation with Design and 

Technology and students study Food for 1 full term 

during year 7 

Introduction to Food preparation and Nutrition. 

We cover a range of theoretical topics such as 

Hygiene & Safety, identifying and uses of 

Equipment 

Practical tasks include Knife skills, Using the cooker 

& hob, judging when foods are cooked. 

Practical tasks this half term include fruit salad, 

potato wedges and French bread pizza. 

 

We look at the importance of eating well, how diet 

and health are linked together. We also study how 

Practical skills  /Methods /Making Organisation  

/Use of time - Teacher, self  

peer assessment - Homework 

Results – sensory analysis – self assessment 

Skill Record / diary of what has been made 

Teacher assessment – plan of work 

Self evaluation,  WWW/EBI extended writing 

End of rotation assessment 

All new learning. Hygiene & safety ongoing- 

every lesson checks to support the independent 

safe working practices required at GCSE level. 



When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

some people need special diets to keep them well 

and how we might adapt recipes for them. 

Practical tasks this half term include pasta salad, 

scones and fruit crumble 

 
 

 

  



Year 8 (full term rotations) 

When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

Graphic 

Technology 

Rotation 

Research into designers and their contribution to 

design, circles in isometric, design thinking skills 

and literacy. Design ideas and layout, digital 

editing of images, practical use of dye 

sublimation process to make a serise of graphics 

based products such as packaging and novelty 

mugs. 

 

Extended writing, geometrical drawing task, 

analysis of mood-board, specification. 

Design sheets and annotations, artwork 

production and complexity, completed mug. 

End of rotation assessment 

Building on technical drawing skills, accuracy and 
application of colour and rendering techniques. 
Introduction to the design process in readiness 
for KS4 Design & Technology (research, 
investigate, plan, design, develop, make and 
evaluate) 

Product 

Technology 

Rotation 

Bling Box project. Design, make evaluate – 
understanding natural and manmade timbers 
and board to create a personalised trinket box 
that showcases a range of traditional woodwork 
skills and modern laser cutting technology. 
 

Knowledge of tools, equipment materials and 
processes 
Accuracy of measuring and marking out 
CAD design 
Quality of practical outcome 
End of rotation assessment 

Building on knowledge of material properties, 
understanding of manufacturing processes and 
developing making skills Introduction to the 
design process in readiness for KS4 Design & 
Technology (research, investigate, plan, design, 
develop, make and evaluate) 

Engineering 
Technology 
Rotation 

Design and develop an engineered product such 
as a bottle opener which utilises the use of 
Computer aided design and manufacture 
processes. The emphasis for this project is 
accuracy and aesthetics.  

Knowledge of tools, equipment materials and 
processes 
Accuracy of measuring and marking out 
CAD design 
Quality of practical outcome 
End of rotation assessment 

Building on the competent use of metal 
workshop machines and processes to 
independently produced an engineered product 
in reediness for KS4 

Food 

Technology 

Rotation 

Sources and functions of nutrients. Adapting 

recipes. Balanced diet. Adapting recipes for 

special diets. Science of sauce making to create a 

series of dishes such as …., 

Practical skills  /Methods /Making Organisation  

/Use of time - Teacher, self, peer assessment – 

Homework. Results – sensory analysis – self 

assessment. Skill Record / diary of what has been 

made. Teacher assessment – plan of work. Self 

evaluation,  WWW/EBI extended writing. End of 

rotation assessment 

Hygiene & Safety last done year 7, ongoing 

checks each lesson. Next covered in Y9 option 

class. Practical dishes build on skills from year 7 

 

 

  



Long Term Assessment Plan – Key Stage 4 
Year 9 

When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

Autumn 1 

Logo project – branding and corporate identity. 
Graphic & technical drawing, paper and card 
engineering to create a promotional graphics 
point of sale stand. 

Portfolio of developing sketch work and design 

skills, peer and teacher assessed 

Building on KS3 graphic & technical drawing 
ability. Preparing for 21st  century design 
techniques 

Autumn 2 

Unit 1 theory - New and Emerging Technologies, 
Industry and enterprise, Sustainability and the 
environment, People, culture and society, 
Production techniques and systems, Informing 
design decisions. 

End of unit assessment test 40 minutes based on 

the retention of knowledge covering the details 

of this topic. 

 

 

Building on knowledge and understanding of 21st 
century technology. Preparing for KS4 Exam  

Spring 1 

Swatch Watch design and packaging project.  

Plastic forming techniques, Graphic design 

principals. 

Design, develop and make. TEAMS assessment 
based on the submission of written and practical 
evidence. 

Building on KS3 prototype modelling techniques. 
Preparing for independent use of workshop tools 
equipment and processes 
 

Spring 2 

Unit 6 theory - Designing Principals, Investigation, 
primary and secondary data, The work of other 
companies and designers, Design strategies, 
Communication of design ideas. 

End of unit assessment test 40 minutes based on 
the retention of knowledge covering the details 
of this topic. 
 

Building on Formalisation of the design process 
and how we use it to fulfil a design brief. 
Preparing for Final KS4 NEA independent 
coursework project   

Summer 1 

Homes for the future Architecture projects. 
Prototype modelling using scale and materials 
representation. CAD/3D modelling  

Investigate user needs and wants, Design, and 

prototype modelling. TEAMS assessment based 

on the submission of written and practical 

evidence. Portfolio of developing sketch work 

and design skills, peer and teacher assessed 

Building on mathematic modelling skills and 
interpreting the use of data for computer aided 
design skills 
Preparing for the independent development of 
3D modelling for NEA assessment  

Summer 2 

Unit 7 theory - Making Principals, Selection of 
materials and components, Tolerances, Material 
management, Tools, equipment, techniques and 
finishes, Surface treatments and finishes. 

End of unit assessment test 40 minutes based on 
the retention of knowledge covering the details 
of this topic. 
 

Building on knowledge and understanding taught 
at KS3 science and technology. Preparing for 
application of knowledge for NEA and Exam. 

 

  



Year 10  

When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

Autumn 1 
Memphis Clock Project Researching past and present designers. 

Understanding manufacturing processes. Mixed 
materials processing and assembly skills  

Building on knowledge practical processing of 
mixed materials, wood, metal, plastic  

Autumn 2 

Unit 2 theory - Energy, Materials, System and 
Devices, Energy generation and storage, Modern 
materials, Smart materials, Composite materials 
and technical textiles, Systems approach to 
designing, Electronic systems processing, 
Mechanical devices.  

End of unit assessment test 40 minutes based on 
the retention of knowledge covering the details 
of this topic. 

Building on knowledge and understanding taught 
at KS3 science and technology. Preparing for 
application of knowledge for NEA and Exam. 

Spring 1 
Ergonomic pizza cutter project Using ergonomic and anthropometric data to 

develop iterative prototypes in response to a 
given design brief 

Building on knowledge of understanding user 
needs and wants.  Preparing for responding to a 
given design scenario NEA and Exam. 

Spring 2 
Unit 3 theory - Materials, Papers and boards, 
Timbers, Metals and alloys, Polymers, Textiles. 

End of unit assessment test 40 minutes based on 
the retention of knowledge covering the details 
of this topic. 

Building on knowledge and understanding taught 
at KS3 science and technology. Preparing for 
application of knowledge for NEA and Exam. 

Summer 1 

Angle poise lamp project Design for 3rd party manufacture. Development 

of CAD skills and CAM processing. Portfolio of 

developing sketch work and design skills, peer 

and teacher assessed 

Building on the independent use of CAD skills 
and CAM processing. Preparing for responding to 
the independent development of a design 
prototype for NEA 

Summer 2 

Unit 4 theory - Common Specialist Techniques 
and principals, Forces and stresses, Improving 
functionality, Ecological and social footprint, The 
six Rs, Scales of production. 
 
 / NEA Taks release and review 

End of unit assessment test 40 minutes based on 
the retention of knowledge covering the details 
of this topic / External assessment from exam 
board 

Building on knowledge and understanding taught 
at KS3 science and technology. Preparing for 
application of knowledge for NEA and Exam. 

 

  



Year 11 

When? What we are Learning and Assessing 
e.g. Topics/ Skills etc 

How we are Assessing 
e.g. Extended writing, Project, exam etc 

Links Backwards and Forward 
When was it last covered & when next? 

Autumn 1 

NEA pre release coursework task Stage 1 
investigation and research 

External assessment from exam board on a given 
theme 

Put into practice all the skills knowledge and 
understanding developed throughout KS3 & KS4. 
Preparing students to independently address a 
‘live’ project just as a designer would do in 
industry. 

Autumn 2 
NEA Stage 2 Design brief and specification 
proposal/ Papers and boards 

External assessment from exam board 
 

Utilising knowledge and understanding of the 
design process, materials and manufacturing. 

Spring 1 
NEA Stage 3 Generating design ideas External assessment from exam board 

 
Utilising technical drawing and design skills 

Spring 2 
NEA Stage 4 Developing design proposals External assessment from exam board 

 
Utilising prototype modelling and 3D computer 
aided design skills 

Summer 1 
NEA Realising Design proposals, Test and 
evaluation / Revision focus 

External assessment from exam board 
 

Utilising practical use of tools equipment, 
machinery and processes 

 

  



Key Stage 4 Examination Overview 
Exam Board Details: AQA GCSE (9-1) Design and Technology 
 
50% NEA Coursework 
50% Exam 

 
What resources could I buy or borrow that will help my child? 
Practice exam papers PG Online 
Students theory work from 9-11 

 
What are the key websites or Apps that my child could use? 
Technologystudent.co.uk 

 
What can I do to encourage my child to take a further interest in Design and Technology? 
Watch programmes such as Grand Designs 
Subscribe to design museum/RSA 
‘How it’s made’ magazine 

 
What after school or other extracurricular activities are available in Design and Technology and when are they? 
Make it club 
Robotics club 
Coursework support club 
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